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Chronology of twenty years of war with the Inland Revenue, as published by The Guardian on 
May 10, 2003  
 
He believes that this vendetta and lack of appropriate compensation is due mainly to being Irish rather 
than English.  
 
1982: Patrick Cullinane starts working at Elstree Studios as a stage hand for Warner Bros. He is put on 
emergency PAYE tax rate. Asks for a rebate, but is denied.  
 
1983: Warner shifts entire workforce to PAYE. Mr Cullinane continues to be taxed on emergency rate. 
Asks for rebate but is rejected. 
 
1986: Employs an accountant to pursue rebate. Revenue agrees to put him on basic tax, but refuses 
rebate.  
 
1987: Without his knowledge, he becomes target of first investigation by the Revenue’s Film Industry 
Unit. Revenue demands unpaid tax of £500.  
 
1988-1991: Revenue demands escalate and Mr Cullinane becomes unemployed. He does not work again 
in the 1990s. 
 
1991: Revenue inspectors estimate Cullinane’s unpaid tax bill as £68,000, based on an estimate of 
£17,500 a year rental income over seven years from two spare rooms in his home, plus £90,000 from 
self-employed income from 1984 – 1988. Mr Cullinane is not allowed to see documents. 
 
1996: Revenue obtains bankruptcy order against Mr Cullinane.  
 
1998: Mr Cullinane’s house is repossessed after bailiffs and police kick down his door.  
 
1999: His house is sold for £125,000. The Revenue takes £18,000 while accountants KPMG, employed 
by the Revenue to look after Mr Cullinane’s assets, take £32,000. The Secretary of State takes £10,000, 
the mortgage lender takes back its £26,000, agents and valuers take £9,000, VAT is £10,000 and so on. 
Mr Cullinane is left with nothing.  
 
2000: Mr Cullinane begins court action to obtain his tax documents from the Revenue, but loses. The 
Revenue says it is under no obligation to reveal internal documents to prove case, and four judges 
agree. 
 
2003: In February the Revenue writes to Mr Cullinane saying it will now release “copies of our 
investigation folder”. In March he receives 200 pages of internal documents, which indicate that tax 
bills against Mr Cullinane were based on flimsy information or, in most cases, no information at all. 
Revenue denies wrongdoing.  
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